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We are business as usual.  Right now, most of our products are in stock.   If there is a product delay from our supplier or high demand of some 
of our products, we will let you know

Legrand will be sending out an official notice soon, but no disruption is expected

Kramer Electronics Ltd. is continuously monitoring the effect of the coronavirus in South Asia on our Supply Chain.  The current effect is very 
limited due to fact that Kramer has high levels of inventory of raw materials and finished goods for all main products.  The manufacturing of 

Kramer products in Israel, our prime source of manufacturing, continues without any side effect.                                                                                                                                                                                     
Our main suppliers in South Asia have already returned to work and are slowly but surely getting back to their full capacity. Be sure that we 

continue to monitor our customer demands on a daily basis and we will update on any significant change in the supply status.

See Savant

As of today, Barco continuous it business as usual.As many companies, we have taken the necessary measures within our company for our 
employee safety and business continuity.From a supply point of view, we do have sufficient inventory in a variety of products within our ProAv & 
Events portfolio.Shipping & logistics remain possible, we do continue our operations, but lead times start to increase due to closures of country 

borders, cancellations of flights, and changed itineraries of trucking companies to avoid the hard-hit Corona areas.We are closely and daily 
following up the situation, and remain standby for any further updates.

See the formal notice attached

See the formal notice attached 

See the formal notice attached

RGB Product Supply Status

Currently we have our company still opened and are working as usual. Of course we cannot tell you more details, as things and measurements 
are changing nearly every hour here in Austria. At the moment, we can still produce and ship goods – of course there might be some delay in 

shipments, as forwarders cannot tell us exact delivery times any longer with all the restrictions and border controls. You will receive your order 
confirmation for your orders as usual and goods will ship on the date mentioned on the confirmation.                                                                                                                                                       

As soon as there might arise any problems or delays we will keep you updated and let you know immediately.
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We currently do not have any serious restrictions with either our China or US manufacturing or warehouses. I would point out however that as 
our units rely on external suppliers for component parts this may going forward result in longer lead times but at present we aren’t suffering 

from this.

As of today ;  Lande sales, production and delivery operations are working as usual. We do not have any internal issues regarding the spread of 
the Coronavirus. We have some delays for road way shipments as the trucks have more controls on the borders.

We do not see supply chain disruptions that we cannot overcome with our current material pipeline and healthy inventory position’.  Many of 
Lutron’s products are manufactured in either the Caribbean or the U.S. Some components items are sourced from China, we continue to have a 
very healthy inventory and we have also been informed that today all of our facilities in China are 100% fully functional and fully staffed once 

again.

METRA is fully operational and believes we have suffient inventory to get us through the immediate
Alarm. Our fill rates have been near 100% and we intend to stay that way well into Q2.

Our understanding at this time is they suggest services we use are operating without major issue.Shipments from the U.S. to Europe operating 
but with an additional 1-2 days delivery time. I have asked for detail on any SKU level shortages and will update you if there are any that directly 

affect Pakedge

Savant has been able to quickly adjust our staffing and order fulfillment to allow us to continue to deliver product to you for the projects that 
your team is processs of completing.  At this time we are experiencing minimal supply chain and shipping disruption, but we are monitoring 

daily and will alert you as things change.

Awaiting statement

Legrand will be sending out an official notice soon, but no disruption is expected
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